Abstract-This paper describes a novel approach that utilizes a special property of the Hanning window to accuratcly detect the fundamental frequency of the data signal in the prcsence harmonic and interharmonic interference. After obtaining thc fundamental frequency the same procedure is applied to all possible harmonics to be filtered for further analysis of the interharmonics. The proposed approach is validated using numerica1 tests with considerable accuracy. 
will generate both harmonics and interharmonics. Power quality analysis of these systems will be more challenging than that of terrestrial systcms due to higher variability of the fundamental frequency as wcll as high interharmonic content. This paper explores techniques that maintain a,desired.level of accuracy whcn performing power quality analysis under. sixh ' difficult conditions. In previous papers [ 11-[3] the authors have shown the difficulty of extracting a synchronized sampling frequency from the analyzed signal and discussed the effect of deviation of the hndamcntal in the presence of harmonics. This paper suggests a novcl approach to overcome the difficulties even if the interharmonics present are in frequency bins near the fundamental.
The authors followed the IEC standard draft [5] signal processing recommendations with thc exception of using a weighted Hanning window instead of a rectangular window to minimize the effect of the spectral leakage, and to minimize the effect of interharmonics on the main harmonics. To analyze the interharmonics the authors followed the signal processing technique as suggested in paper [4] but developed a new algorithm (based on Hanning window property) to find harmonic frequencies instead of interpolation procedure, and made use ofweighted Hanning window for both stages which resulted in much more accurate.results. .As the-samc procedure is applied for, all harmonics, including the hnda&ital;-the error caused by negotiating the negative frequency replica is reduced to incrcase the accuracy [ B ] . The use of the algorithm presented here involves tedious calculations, which can be overlooked with the advent of modem computational software and high-speed digital computers.
The methods outlined in this paper arc validated using the data obtained from a case study performed aboard the USCGC Healy. The Healy contains a cycloconverter drive system and presents an environment that is challenging with respect to a power quality study. To improve the accuracy of 6 , a great number of sampled values for the weighted Hanning window with the given fundamental frequency ( f i ) are considered by taking a greatcr number of DFT values of continuous Hnnning window.
A. Algorithm
This algorithm involves two sub-algorithms to find the value of S. First we gct results from the known system and then compare their results with the unknown system.
Step . template values of 6' for all possible values of difference in amplitudes of the rated position frequencies of either sidc of the position frequency of maximum amplitude of'the spectrum. Fig. 3 illustrates a flowchart of the procedure with the typical situation.
Step 
Accumcy
With the proposed algorithm the results in calculating the hndamental with the extent of dcsynchronization has improved the accuracy. This is shown in Fig. 5 By finding the fundamental (A, ) value of the signa1 we can easily obtain the synchronization with respect to the frequency and can adopt this to the final harmonic and intcrharmonic analysis.
1v. FUNDAMENTAL IN THE PRESENCE OF INTERIIARMONICS
Difficulty in detecting the hndamcntal occurs, if interharmonics are prcscnt in the main frequency bin of the fundamental. It has been observed that the presence of thc interharmonics in the main bins of the harmonics is not always of the same extcnt. Hence, a harmonic with the minimum interharmonic content in its frcquency bin is identified and thus the fundamental of the input sampled signal is dctcnnined.
A. Double Skrge inferharmonic Processing
To analyze the interhamanics prescnt in the signal the double stage intcrharmonic processing tcchnique [4] has been uscd for this analysis, ' I first the harmonics are estimatcd and, then, they are subtracted from the original signal to effect the interharomic cstimation without the influence of harmonic spectral leakage ".
V. NUMERICAL TESTS

Case studv
A numerical test with a case study is presented to confirm the accuracy and robustness of the proposed technique. Harmonic tones prescnt in this case study are shown in Table  I.   TABLE 1 
CASE SYUDY IIARMONIC TONES
The interharmonics added are those shown in Tablc 11. The Healy contains two 12-pulsc cycloconverter drive systems supplied from several 7.2MW gcnerators as shown in the om-line diagram in Fig. 8 . The voltage was sampled at the 6.6kV bus at location I P using Ross voltage dividers and National Instruments data acquisition equipment. The measurements presented here were registcrcd at different load conditions of a Bollard (pushing against a large stationary body of ice), at a sampling frequency of 76XOHz with gencrator one (IC) and gcncrator four (4G) on-line. The analyzed waveform shown in Fig. 9 corresponds to 12 cycles of the fundamental period of Phase-A Voltage at full load condition with two gencrators.
Here, the window sizc is chosen for TW =0.2s, so that the fundamental frequency ( J, ) is always a multiple of frequency resohtion fmi, (=5Hz). Fig. 9 shows thc amplitude spectrum of the interharmonics after subtracting the main harmonic n 3 I a3 ! It is worth noting that although the IEC HG technique gives a better approximation of the interharmonics, using the proposed algorithm the location of a peak intcrharmonic can be located with considerable accuracy. 
1X. A P P E~E
The actual amplitude and phase of the signal using HW can be evaluated using the approximated expressions explaincd in [4] . Here the value o f 6 is calculated from the proposed algorithm. They are given by following equations: 
